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Abstract: Infrared imaging dramatically increased the number of crystalline deposits visualized
compared with clinical examination, standard color fundus photography, and red free imaging in
patients with Bietti’s crystalline dystrophy. We believe that this imaging modality significantly
improves the sensitivity with which these lesions are detected, facilitating earlier diagnosis and
may potentially serve as a prognostic indicator when examined over time.
Keywords: Bietti’s crystalline dystrophy, infrared imaging, spectral domain optical coherence
tomography

Introduction
Bietti’s crystalline dystrophy is a chorioretinal degeneration characterized by the presence of crystalline deposits in the cornea and retina. The latter of which is associated
with progressive atrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), outer retina, and
choriocapillaris. This disease is typically inherited in an autosomal recessive manner,
producing symptoms of nyctalopia, visual field loss, and blurred vision starting in the
second to third decade of life. This case report demonstrates the superiority of infrared
(IR) imaging in demonstrating retinal crystals compared with other modern modalities
and conventional fundus photography.

Case description
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We present the case of a 68-year-old African-American female with history of Bietti’s
crystalline dystrophy. On initial presentation, she reported having difficulty with dark
adaptation and driving at night. On more recent visits, she did not endorse symptoms
of nyctalopia or visual field loss, despite having serial flash electroretinogram demonstrating progressive reduction in a- and b-wave amplitudes over a 10-year period.
Consecutive Goldmann kinetic visual field testing, over the same time period, revealed
constricted III2e and V4e in both eyes. Her past medical history is significant for
mitral valve replacement, breast cancer (in remission), diabetes mellitus (×6 years,
hemoglobin A1c) without retinopathy, and nuclear sclerosis. On further questioning,
patient denied use of tamoxifen or tanning agents and any family history of blindness;
she does have a family history of glaucoma and vision loss related to complications
of diabetic retinopathy.
On examination, her best corrected visual acuities were 20/25 and 20/30. The
patient’s color vision was evaluated using Ishihara color plates where she scored 8 of
14 in her right eye and 9 of 14 in her left eye. There was no evidence of corneal deposits
on slit-lamp evaluation of the anterior segment, although 2+ nuclear sclerosis was noted.
Dilated fundus examination revealed numerous yellow-white retinal deposits and multifocal areas of RPE atrophy in the mid-peripheral fundus of both eyes (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1 Fundus imaging.
Notes: (A) Color fundus photograph (Topcon TRC 50EX), (B) red free imaging (Heidelberg Spectralis), (C) infrared imaging (Heidelberg Spectralis), and (D) fundus
autofluorescence (Heidelberg Spectralis).
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Retinal crystals in Bietti’s crystalline dystrophy

Figure 2 Spectral domain optical coherence tomography images of both eyes through the retinal crystals.
Notes: The yellow arrows demonstrate the location of the crystals in the retina in a region of preserved outer retina (upper panel) and atrophic outer retina (lower panel).

IR imaging demonstrated an increased number of
crystals compared with color fundus photography and red
free images (Figure 1B and C). Fundus autofluorescence
was helpful in highlighting areas of RPE atrophy, which
correlated with window defects on fluorescein angiography,
but failed to demonstrate crystalline deposits (Figure 1D).
Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (OCT)
demonstrated areas of extrafoveal outer retinal degeneration
and prominent choroidal vascular reflection, correlating with
areas of atrophy. Line scans demonstrated hyper-reflective
lesions at different layers of the retina (Figure 2).

Comment
The advent of scanning laser ophthalmoscopic imaging
has allowed numerous, simultaneous images of the retina
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to be obtained in an efficient and a reproducible manner.1
Prior reports have utilized advanced imaging techniques to
describe retinal morphology in patients with Bietti’s crystalline dystrophy.2–6 All of the information regarding spectral
domain OCT describes crystals and other abnormalities
primarily in the outer retina, specifically at the level of the
RPE. Our case demonstrates crystals in the outer plexiform,
inner nuclear, and inner plexiform layers, which are deeper
than the standard reflections of inner retinal blood vessels
(Figure 2). In review of the OCT images from the literature,
the scans obtained represent areas of advanced atrophy where
our scans exhibit relatively preserved retina. This difference
may account for the distribution of the crystals in our case
compared with those published previously, where crystals
migrate to the outer retina as they degenerates.
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This report shows the superiority of IR imaging in demonstrating retinal crystals in these patients, compared with clinical
examination, color fundus photography, and red free imaging.7
In lieu of the paucity of literature describing the uses of IR imaging, it is difficult to postulate the etiology of this difference.
In conclusion, this case report highlights the importance
of multimodal evaluation of degenerative retinal disorders.
In patients with Bietti’s crystalline dystrophy, it supports
the role of IR imaging in demonstrating retinal crystals that
may facilitate earlier diagnosis of the disease in suspected
cases. Larger studies will need to be conducted to confirm
this finding and determine its utility over time.
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